CULTURE
What was the matter? More painful all this than Chicago sign-parade.
More pitiful because this was * Culture' while that was only mongering.
Here was a mess. Were these meaningless monstrosities like the people
whose 'houses they were—like the men and women who lived in them?
Was all this waste what they deserved? Or had education been playing
tricks with them—too? If 'they' were so far wrong in this expression of
themselves, so lacking in feeling and perception of the natural—what
were their other institutions like if you looked them square in the face?
Were 'they' really right about anything at all above the alimentary canal
and reproductive tract? Weren't even those being corrupted and spoiled
in a confusion of spurious ideals that ignored needs? Why were they all
satisfied with pretentious attitudes and stupid gestures? Were they all
merely falsely sentimental instead of really sensible?
I used to take these doubts to Cecil. For wasn't Silsbee doing the same
thing in the pictures he made, only that he did it as an artist? Silsbee's
houses were merely 'arty' then? What thought there was in them was just
the same as this?
I began to be more than ever dissatisfied with Silsbee. He seemed to me
to be making matters worse. Making a lie or a vain boast more pretty by
his skill, therefore making this shameful swindle easier.
Going by, I would sometimes lean on the Austin fence, an affair of dead
oak-tree branches with the bark on—therefore 'rustic'. As I was leaning-
there looking at the wood one Sunday morning, Mr. Austin came up and
spoke to me. 'Won't you come in?' he said. 'You live next door? Young
architect? Miss Chapin has spoken of you.'
'I had wanted to get about a little in that oasis/ I said, pointing to the
wood. I asked him how he came to let it alone in the midst of all those
harsh houses. He looked at me from under bushy eyebrows: 'Don't you
like their houses? Eh?
'They want me to move my old barn there, but'—looking toward it,
eyes twinkling—'I like the looks of my barn better than I do their houses.'
He winked I
'I would rather live in it myself,' I said.
'Come, let's look in it.' And he led the way.
Above, the old barn was fixed up inside as a playroom or ballroom, be-
ing decorated now for a party to be given for his daughter, Sophie, who
was returning from finishing school. There was a son, Harry, too—away
somewhere at college.
Mr. Austin had turned his back on his new house to go to the old barn
and never asked me what I thought of the house. The next Sunday he
asked me in to meet Mrs. Austin. The interior of the house was livable
and homelike and I could say nice things about it. The exterior was never
mentioned between us. It seems it was an old home with a new outside
and so it looked. Mrs. Austin, a placid invalid, sat in a wheel-chair by the
window.

